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Abstract—Cloud computing is an emerging technology, 

which provides a spectrum of services such as database, 

networks, software, storage over the cloud to many 

organizations on the internet; there is no need of keeping local 

servers for the organizations that adapt cloud computing for 

storing and accessing data and services, provided by remote 

servers. However, there are organization still hesitant to 

accommodate a cloud system due to security issues and risks. In 

this work, Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux) with MultiLevel 

Security (MLS) framework is applied as a cloud security model; 

SELinux runs based on sensitivity and category labels of subject 

and objects − mostly users and data files respectively. The 

proposed MLS data access is a framework that employs data 

classification that works on subsequent changes in the sensitivity 

levels of subjects and objects to meet the dynamic changes of 

cloud security. To implement the proposed secure data access 

framework over the cloud system, the Fedora 35 system with 

SELinux is used as a testbed. We also present that data 

modification history can be retrieved on a MLS system by using 

user sensitivity and data information labels. 

Index Terms—Security-enhanced Linux, multilevel security, 

data access, cloud computing  

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an emerging technology, which 

provides a spectrum of services such as database, networks, 

software, storage, over the cloud to many organizations on 

the Internet, and has evolved along with computer networks 

and information technologies, distributed file systems, cluster 

applications. With cloud computing, there is no need of 

keeping local servers for the organizations that adapt cloud 

computing for storing and accessing data and services, 

provided by remote servers. A large number of various types 

of storage devices are well collected and organized in cloud 

computing whose service products are provided by Google 

Cloud [1, 2], Amazon Web Services [3, 4], Microsoft Azure 

[5], iCloud [6], etc. Cloud computing is defined by the 

National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) such 

as: a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and 

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 

minimal management effort or service provider interaction 

[7,8]. 

The essential aspects of cloud computing are on demand 

self-service, broad network access, measured service, rapid 

elasticity, and resource pooling. Cloud service offerings 

divide into three broad categories: Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a 
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Service (SaaS). Note that there has been a recent proliferation 

of other “as-a-Service” assortments such as Business 

Integration-as-a-Service, Cloud-Based Analytics-as-a-

Service (CLAaaS), Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) [9, 10]. Cloud 

computing provides many advantages to many organizations; 

however, there are some organizations still reluctant to 

accommodate their work on the cloud due to security issues 

and risks.  

Fig. 1. NIST cloud computing model 

Thus, it is important to address the security issues and 

problems in cloud systems, and the security requirements for 

data and services on cloud systems are getting more attention 

nowadays [11].  

Security is the main huddle to accommodating a cloud 

system as stated in Cloud Security Alliance’s survey report 

[12]. Other hindrances from encompassing cloud services are 

the loss of control over IT services, concern over 

compromised accounts, insider threats, business continuity, 

and disaster recovery [13]. In cloud systems, data owner does 

not have full authority over their own data stored on remote 

servers since internal and external users, who might misuse 

their access to harm or disclosure the valuable sensitive data, 

access and share the data stored on cloud storage. Hence, the 

data owners seek to develop or deploy strict security in order 

to protect their sensitive data. These security challenges on 

cloud systems focused through a robust security management 

initiative that outlines the role and responsibility of the 

service provider and the data owner [14-17].  

Sensitive information on cloud platforms are required to 

extend with technical measures and organizational policies to 

avoid security breaches that might result in enormous 

damages. Sensitive information in the context of cloud 

computing encompasses data from a wide range of different 

areas and disciplines. Cloud computing platforms that 

support the deployment of security policies to data, owners, 
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and users have been evolving recently, and these security 

policies apply to control when user data flows at runtime. In 

this paper we contribute to a multilevel security framework 

based on data sensitivity and security−providing adequate 

level of data security with various classifications and 

categories. The proposed multilevel security embedded 

information retrieval tool encompasses suitable access 

control, which combine with Security Enhanced Linux 

(SELinux) that facilitates classification of data based on 

subsequent changes in the sensitivity levels and the security 

measures meeting the dynamic changes in cloud security 

threats [16-20]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

demonstrates some previous and related work about cloud 

computing and security. Section III illustrates our distributed 

MLS model in detail along with SELiux. Section IV 

introduces the main idea and details of our proposed MLS 

information retrieval framework that follows the 

experimental details using SELinux over Fedora Linux. 

Finally, we conclude with further research directions in 

Section V. 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Cloud Computing is defined as a model for facilitating 

ubiquitous, convenient, pay-as-go access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources, providing five major 

actors as shown in Fig. 1: Cloud consumers, cloud providers, 

cloud carriers, cloud auditors and cloud brokers. Each of 

these actors is an entity (either a person or an organization) 

that participates in a cloud computing transaction or process, 

and/or performs cloud computing tasks.  

A. Cloud Computing and Security 

Cloud computing model is a layered architecture 

providing different services with levels. As seen in Fig. 1 and 

Table I, each layer of the cloud computing is classified with 

its own security problems based on a shared cloud 

responsibility model mostly processing as cloud consumers 

and providers. The cloud security risk and problems, shared 

by cloud customers and providers, are delineated as IasS, 

PasS, and SasS. It notices that SaaS customers are responsible 

for securing their data and user access; PaaS customers for 

securing their data, user access, and applications; IaaS 

customers for securing data, user access, application, 

operating systems, and virtual network traffic [27]. 

 
TABLE I: CLOUD SECURITY CLASSIFICATION BY MCAFEE 

 
 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Clouds: IaaS provides 

a hardware platform as a service such as virtual machines, 

processing power, storage, networks, and database services 

as shown in Table I. IaaS was the first widely available 

commercial cloud type, initiated by Amazon’s launch of their 

EC2 service [13], and made possible by the widespread 

availability of efficient open-source hardware virtualization 

such as Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure [22, 23]. IaaS 

resources are usually provided to cloud consumers over the 

internet as virtualized resources such as virtual storage, 

virtual network, virtual machine (VM). Hence, IaaS is more 

flexible and scalable than on physical dedicated hardware. 

This platform virtualization concerns on security on hardware 

and software virtualizations.  

Platform as a Service (PaaS) Clouds: PaaS customers 

develop their applications upon IaaS using languages and 

service APIs provided by the cloud provider without buying 

and maintaining hardware, software and hosting severs. PaaS 

providers have their own specialties such as Microsoft Azure 

PaaS, AWS Lambda, Google App Engine, Apache Stratos, 

etc. PaaS customers can deploy cloud resources upon their 

need and capability, utilizing infrastructure scalability of IaaS. 

Securing PaaS infrastructure is not easy when considering 

that the PaaS services are mostly heterogeneous, and varying 

in their security offerings, which usually share with multiple 

users simultaneously.  

Software as a Service (SaaS) Clouds: SaaS is an on-

demand cloud model that allows cloud users to subscribe to 

the application and/or data hosted by the cloud provider upon 

their need and capability. The data on SaaS manipulate and 

remain within the cloud, and there is no need for in-house 

hardware and on-site IT staff to maintain and support the 

application. Unlike IaaS or PaaS offerings, SaaS users need 

little technical knowledge. Individual users are unlikely to 

distinguish SaaS from other types of web-based service.  

B. Multilevel Security  

The proposed approaches to cloud security are identifying 

sensitive data, accessing sensitive data and sharing, 

uncovering misuse of resources including malicious 

behaviors of cloud users and providers [27]. Any malicious 

insider may intentionally or accidently misuses the sensitive 

data in the cloud system even though there are efforts trying 

to protect the sensitive data stored in their servers. Cloud 

providers and consumers are in an imperative need to have 

their own security schemes to protect their valuable data in 

the cloud. Hence, a MLS management framework for the 

valuable and sensitive data is suggested, which is more 

flexible and reliable allowing data owners to choose the 

appropriate schemes for different data in different classes 

along with standard authentication and access control 

mechanisms. Multilevel security or multiple levels of security 

is to classify data and protect the classified data by providing 

security at various levels, starting with access permission 

based on security clearance [21]. 

Multilevel Security (MLS) policy is an implementation of 

Mandatary Access Control (MAC), which focuses on 

confidentiality. A Multilevel Security operating system can 

enforce the separation of multiple classes of information and 

manage multiple users with varying levels of information 

clearance. MLS is based on a formal model called the Bell-

LaPadula model designed by David E Bell and Leonard 

Padula [24, 28]. MLS is designed to control the flow of 

information between subjects. Subjects and objects in a 

system are given with hierarchical sensitivity labels, and the 

MLS policy controls the flow of information between the 

designated sensitivities [25, 26]. 

SELinux, maintained and recommended by National 

Security Agency (NSA), seeks to specify fully the principle 
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of least privilege on modern operating systems using a 

Mandatory Access Control (MAC) security policy. SELinux 

provides several mechanisms to protect against attacks and 

exploitation of software vulnerabilities. SELinux carries out 

role-based access control and sandboxing or combination of 

role-based access control, type enforcement, and MLS 

models [29-31]. 

III. MLS INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

 

TABLE II:  GLOBAL DATA DICTIONARY FOR SECURE RETRIEVAL 

Metadatabase with security and category labels 

jan ndp001r3:january:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s2:c1 

feb ndp001r3:february:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s4:c1 

mar ndp001r3:march:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s2:c1 

apr ndp001r3:april:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s0:c3 

may ndp001r3:may:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s0:c3 

jun ndp001r3:june:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s4:c3 

jul ndp001r3:july:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s0:c4 

aug ndp001r3:august:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s2:c4 

sep ndp001r3:september:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s4:c4 

oct ndp001r3:october:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s4:c4 

nov ndp001r3:november:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s2:c5 

dec ndp001r3:december:r:7.2:/tmp/stc/2021/budget/:s4:c4 

 

In our framework design, SELinux system is used as a 

testbed to retrieve information securely. At any time, SELinux 

users or processes are allowed to read data with lower-or-equal 

sensitivity levels to their current process sensitivity level. In a 

SELinux system, all user interactions are initiated through the 

default command-driven terminals. SELinux users are allowed 

to perform multiple tasks, and to operate at several different 

sensitivity levels in a single login session [31]. A global data 

dictionary as shown in Table II, which we call a metadatabase 

is provided in order to provide name and location transparency 

to our information retrieval tool. The users do not need to 

provide information about their own location, file name or file 

types with security to retrieve information from their local sites 

because name and location transparency are being kept by the 

metadatabase as shown in Table II above.  

A. MLS Information Platform 

Here we present a MLS information retrieval tool that runs 

user queries for retrieving and integrating data. Since our 

retrieval tool uses the SELinux system, the security level of a 

global query is the same as the security level of the current 

user’s MLS security context − user:role:type:mls/mcs such as 

staff_u:system_r:unconfined_t:s0-s5:c1.c5. Data can be 

retrieved from the distributed secure database system shown in 

Table II, satisfying up to a query’s security level [32] from the 

current user. Each individual data of jan, feb, … dec has been 

saved under /tmp/stc/2021/budget/ folder, which can be 

replaced with actual hostname and its corresponding file folder 

when the proposed MLS information platform is implemented 

on a real cloud system. For example, the global query with a 

confidential sensitivity label, which is the sensitivity label of 

the current terminal window or user, may not retrieve the data 

with a Secret label even if the user logins with Top Secret label 

if the category context of the user and the data are not matched; 

the user is equipped with category c1 and the data is with 

category c2. The proposed SELinux Information Retrieval 

(SELIR) algorithm evaluates the current user’s sensitivity 

levels and category contexts first, comparing with the current 

sensitivity levels and category context of each data in the global 

data dictionary: jan, feb, … dec. Then the user types in data 

they like to retrieve not knowing the location, security level, 

and category context of data. All the allowed data for the user 

to access are displayed on the screen, satisfying security level 

and category context. The proposed SELIR algorithm is shown 

in the following. 

 

 
 

SELinux labels (information label and sensitivity label) are 

used to implement the mandatory access control (MAC) policy; 

hence, the steps 1 and 2 of SELIR algorithm are performed 

with ease. Therefore, in our SELIR algorithm, we do not need 

to check or compare security levels of subjects and/or objects 

to retrieve information manually. 

B. Tracking Information Modification History 

The following section shows the correctness of using 

information labels of a MLS system to track the data 

modification history. There are two security labels which are 

related to each subject and object in SELinux: a sensitivity 

label (SL) and an information label (IL). MLS Security labels 

are represented by the SL and IL together. A sensitivity label 

(SL) indicates the security level with which an entity such as a 

file is protected by the mandatory access control (MAC) policy. 

An information label (IL) indicates the security level of the data 

actually contained within a subject or object, an entity such as 

a file. The IL gives an indication of how the data should be 

handled. The IL can also help users decide whether to 

downgrade the SL of a file. A user might choose to downgrade 

the SL of a file if the IL is below the SL of the file that contains 

the data. An SL consists of a classification and a set of 

compartments (categories). An IL also consists of a 

classification and a set of compartments, plus a set of markings. 

As mentioned in [22], the encodings of security labels 

control the translation between the human-readable and 

internal formats of information labels, sensitivity labels, and 

clearance labels. Human-readable labels consist of a 

classification followed by a set of words. The words can 

represent compartments: in information labels, sensitivity label, 

clearances, and markings: information labels only. The word 

“compartments” will be used throughout this paper for 
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consistency with other intelligence community documentation, 

but conceptually means the same as “categories.” When two 

pieces of data with separate information labels are merged or 

combined, the system of [9] automatically determines the 

combination of the two information labels, setting the single 

information label that properly represents the merged data. 

This process of adjudicating two information labels is also 

called combining the labels or floating one label with the 

second one. The values assigned to classifications and the 

internal category, and marking bit representations assigned to 

information label words determine how the MLS system will 

adjudicate information labels [22].  

 
TABLE III:  SAMPLE INFORMATION LABELS FOR ENCODINGS FILE 

CLASSIFICATIONS: 

name= NOT;  sname= N; value= 1; 

name= LOW;  sname= L; value= 4;              

         initial compartments= 4-5 100-127;  

        initial markings= 11 12 17 100-127; 

name= MEDIUM;  sname= M;  value=5;  

          initial compartments= 4-5 100-127; 

          initial markings= 11 12 17 100-127; 

name= HIGH;     sname= H;   value =6;  

          initial compartments= 4-5 100-127; 

          initial markings= 11 12 17 100-127; 

INFORMATION LABELS: 

name= GSTU; minclass= L;compartments= 1 3;markings= 7; 

name= STU;minclass= L;compartments= 1; markings= 7; 

name= PSTA; minclass= L;compartments= 0 2; markings= 7; 

name= STA; minclass= L; compartments= 0;  markings= 7; 

name= D/E; minclass= L; markings= 16; 

name= NOFORN; minclass= L; compartments= 4-5; markings= 

11 13; 

SENSITIVITY LABELS; 

name= GSTU; minclass= L; compartments= 0; 

name= STU;  minclass= L; compartments= 1; 

name= PSTA;  minclass= L; compartments= 2; 

name= STA;  minclass= L; compartments= 3-5; 

 

In SELinux systems, information labels track the flow of 

information from objects, through subjects, and onto other 

objects. An objects's IL reveals the current sensitivity level of 

the information of the object, whereas an object's SL represents 

the maximum limit of sensitivity level of information that can 

ever be written onto the object. In the same way, a subject's IL 

represents the current sensitivity level of the information in the 

subject's address space, whereas a subject's SL represents the 

maximum limit of the sensitivity level of information that can 

ever be read by the subject. The IL of a subject or object shows 

the high-water mark of the sensitivity of information processed 

by them, respectively. Whenever information flows from one 

entity to another, the information label of a subject or object 

will be updated, which is called IL floating. The IL floating is 

done by using the operation conjoin which is consisted of two 

operations: 

 (i)  ClassificationNew = MAX(classificationIL1, classificationIL2) 

 (ii) Other_bitsNew = Bitwise_OR (Other_bitsIL1, Other_bitIL2) 

 

Assume that IL1 is the IL of the object and IL2 is the original 

IL of the subject. When a subject reads information from an 

object, the IL of the subject is floated to the conjoin of IL of 

the object and the original IL of the subject; the IL of the object 

is not changed. When a subject writes information onto an 

object, then the IL of the object is raised to the conjoin of its 

original IL and the IL of the subject.  The IL of the subject is 

not updated.  This updating of the IL can be written: 

(ILsubject, ILobject)   ---read--->   (Updated_ILsubject, ILobject) 

(ILsubject, ILobject)   ---write-->   (ILsubject, Updated_ILobject)
 

 

To retrieve the previous IL of the current object, the IL of 

the current subject and the IL of the current object are required. 

The backtracking of the previous IL will be done by using the 

operation de_conjoin which is also consisted of two operations.  

In this paper the de_conjoin operations are defined as follows: 

(i)  ClassificationOld = MIN(classificationIL1, classificationIL2) 

(ii) Other_bitsOld = Bitwise_XOR (Other_bitsIL1, Other_bitIL2) 

  

The bitwise exclusive or (XOR) operation is performed to 

the ILs of the current object and subject to retrieve the previous 

IL of the current entity. The example of bitwise OR and XOR 

operations for the compartment and marking bits is shown as 

follows:  

Subject
      

1 0 1 0
   

New
       

1 1 1 0
 

Object(OR)
   

0 1 0 0 
   

Object(XOR)
  

0 1 0 0
 

New
       

1 1 1 0
   

Subject
      

1 0 1 0
 

 

The new IL will be the IL of the current subject if the read 

operation has done, which will be IL of the current object if the 

write operation has done. As shown above, the bitwise 

exclusive or (XOR) is able to retrieve the previous 

compartment and marking bits of the IL of the current entity. 

This bitwise XOR is used to retrieve the previous ILs when the 

compartment and marking bits are defined as non-hierarchical 

words. However, when the compartment and marking bits are 

defined as hierarchical words, there needs more attention. 

The example of conjoin and de_conjoin operations is as 

follows: A user with an information label (Low Stu) copies an 

object with an information label (Low Sta), where the 

classification value of Low is 4, and the compartment bits of 

Stu is 0010 and Sta is 1100. What will be an information label 

of the newly copied object? The conjoin operation of the given 

information labels will be done to get an IL of the copied object 

as follows: 

(i) ClassificationNew_obj
 = MAX(classificationsub

 = 4, 

classificationobj
 = 4) = 4 

(ii) Other_bitsNew_obj
 = Bitwise_OR (Other_bitssub

 = 0010, 

Other_bitobj
 = 1100) = 1110, 

where classification 4 = Low, and Compartment 1110 = Stu Sta 

 

The information label of the copied object by a user with an 

information label (Low Stu) will be (Low Stu Sta). If the user 

wants to know the history of the copied data such as source of 

the data copied, then the de_conjoin operation will be 

performed to retrieve the previous information of copied data. 

(i) ClassificationOld_obj = MIN(classificationsub = 4, 

classificationobj = 4) = 4 

(ii) Other_bitsOld_obj = Bitwise_XOR (Other_bitssub = 0010, 

Other_bitobj = 1110) = 1100, 

   where classification 4 = Low, and Compartment 1100 = Sta 

Now we know that the previous object has an information 

label (Low Sta). The previous object (file) also will be retrieved 

from the audit file of MLS system by using the IL (Low Sta). 
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A further study on the method of getting a previous object’s 

information labels needs to be implemented on SELinux. 

 

IV. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ON SELINUX  

A. MLS SELinux Using Fedora Linux 

In order to implement the proposed framework, shell scripts 

have been implemented on a computer running Fedora 35 

enforcing SELinux MLS. However, at this time of developing 

this framework Korn Shell Script (ksh) has been used – not 

using a Linux default Born Again Shell (bash); this ksh script 

demonstrates how user and resource labels are created to 

enforce access control on resources on varying MLS labels and 

categories. These shell scripts have been implemented after 

setting up the /etc/selinux/config file with the options of 

permissive and mls. In order to implement the SELIR script 

properly, temporary text files were created for storing 

information about user sensitivity labels and category labels. 

These files allow the user to access and check if each user has 

the proper right to access, and retrieve the sample data 

containing a month of the corresponding budget amount from 

the secure text files shown in Table II, which are stored under 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget. For example, the user with sensitivity 

level with =< s2 and category = c1 as seen in Table III is not 

allowed to access january data in Table II, which carries the 

information label of s2:c2 since the categories are not matched. 

The following is strongly recommended for setting up SELinux 

MLS on Fedora 35 to implement the proposed MLS 

framework. 

# Set up root user 

  sudo –i 

  passwd 

  logout (cntl + d) 

#dnf install the following packages 

  selinux-policy-targeted, selinux-policy, selinux-policy-mls, 

  libselinux, libselinux-utils, policycoreutils, libselinux-python, 

  policycoreutils-python, setroubleshoot,  

  setroubleshoot-server, setroubleshoot-plugins  

#Add SELinux users 

  Useradd –Z staff_u nina 

  Passwd nina 

  Chcon –R –l s2:c3.c5 /home/nina 

 

#Uncomment the last 3 lines of /etc/security/namespace.conf 

 

This MLS security framework is vital because the layered 

nature of cloud computing services is scattered across different 

storage devices or servers that build the proper security policy 

and category of an organization upon the user security as well 

as the sensitivity of data or information. By implementing 

MLS with sensitive and security levels, a business may also 

insulate themselves from any malicious insider’s intent on 

harming data or stealing it due to lack of clearance and log 

monitor. At this time, the developed scripts only determine 

whether the user or process can access the data based on the 

security labels and category contexts on the subject and objects, 

and it would not be hard to scale up its application towards 

services, applications, ports and files. The following ksh script 

shows how to extract user labels from user-id and information 

labels from metadb of Table II. Comparing user labels with 

information labels to allow or disallow monthly corresponding 

budget files are shown in the following. 

 

    # Retrieve Sensitivity and Category labels from user ID 

       id -Z > idZ 

       cut -f4 -d":" idZ > idRange 

       cut -f5 -d":" idZ > idCategory 

       rag1=$(cut -f1 -d"." idRange| tr -dc '0-9') 

       rag2=$(cut -f2 -d"." idRange| tr -dc '0-9') 

       cat1=$(cut -f1 -d"." idCategory| tr -dc '0-9') 

       cat2=$(cut -f2 -d"." idCategory| tr -dc '0-9') 

    # Retrieve information labels from metadb 

             grep $i metadb > temp 

             dbRag=$(cut -f6 -d":" temp | tr -dc '0-9')  

             dbCat=$(cut -f7 -d":" temp | tr -dc '0-9')  

             echo $dbCat $dbRag 

    # Compare category labels and sensitivity labels of subject (user) 

and object (data to access) 

           if [[ ($dbCat -ge $cat1 && $dbCat -le $cat2) && \ 

                 ($dbRag -ge $rag1 && $dbRag -le $rag2) ]]       # 

 

 
Fig. 2. SELinux users with sensitivity and category labels 

 

B. SELIR Implementation on SELinux 

SELinux system enforces a Write Up/Read Down security 

policy in which unprivileged subjects can write only to objects 

at a higher or equal level and read only from objects at a lower 

or equal level. A subject can read from an object only if the 

sensitivity label of the subject dominates the sensitivity label of 

the object (Read Down). A subject can write to an object only 

if the sensitivity label of the object (Write Up) dominates the 

sensitivity label of the subject.  

The SELIR tool works fine and well if the user with its 

sensitivity label is higher or equal to that of the sensitivity 

labels of objects to retrieve. If not, SELIR tool will not be able 

to retrieve the objects that the user requests. The information 

retrieval tool only retrieves the objects with a lower-or-equal 

sensitivity label than that of the subject. When the shell script 

runs, it prompts the user to select one of the following three 

options: numerical information, textual information, and exit. 

As seen in Fig. 2, the user ahlee is staff_u with s0-s5:c1.c5; 

luna is user_u with s0, and dali is staff_u with s4:c1, nina is 

assigned to staff-u with s2:c3.c5. All the security labels and 

category levels of each file to access are displayed on Table 

II. 

As seen in Fig. 3, the menu started with selecting numerical 

or textual information. When selecting numerical 

information, it displays the sensitivity and category levels of 

the current user. In this example, the user ahlee has clearance 

or sensitivity/security levels from s0 to s5, and category 
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contexts of c1 through c5. Now she can access all the files: 

jan, mar, sep,…, dec in Table II that are being saved with 

sensitivity levels s0−s4 and category contexts of c1-c5. 

However, she accesses jan, mar, sep, oct, nov, dec at this time 

without any restrictions since these files are stored with a 

sensitivity level from s0 to s4 and categories from c1 to c5. 

The sensitivity level and category context of each file are 

displayed and compared with ahlee’s labels as seen in Fig. 3. 

 

 1. Look for numerical information 

 2. Look for textual information 

 3. Exit 

 

    Please select one of the above (1-3): 1 

user sensitivity: 0 5 user category: 1 5 

Enter attributes to look up: jan mar sep oct nov dec 

data category: 1 data sensitivity:2 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/january 

data category: 1 data sensitivity:2 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/march 

data category: 4 data sensitivity:4 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/september 

data category: 4 data sensitivity:4 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/october 

data category: 5 data sensitivity:2 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/november 

data category: 4 data sensitivity:4 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/december 

 

  1. Look for data processing 

  2. Look for data tracking 

  3. Exit 

 

    Please select one of the above (1-3): 1 

     1. List data 

     2. Statistics of data 

     3. Exit 

    Please select one of the above (1-3): 1 

total budget is 5500000 

Fig. 3. SELIR Implementation based on user ahlee 

 

This example is to demonstrate that users can be isolated 

based upon resources they may access; and that even though 

they may maintain high levels of security, they still should 

meet the category context of the objects. If not, the users with 

higher-or-equal security labels cannot access all the data not 

matching the category contexts of the users and data even 

below sensitivity levels of the users. It demonstrates that even 

though two users may have access to the same security level, 

they may not have access to the same contextual/categorical 

clearance, providing a means of separating higher critical 

information from the lower within the same level of clearance. 

As seen in Fig. 4, the user nina is assigned to staff-u with 

s2:c3.c5. Hence, nina is not allowed to access the file jun with 

s3:c4. Nina’s category matches with jun but nina’s sensitivity 

level (s2) is lower than the file jun’s (s3). In the same way, 

nina cannot access the files, oct and dec, which have the same 

sensitivity level (s4) but category context (c4). However, the 

root user who may access all the resources without 

restrictions since the root user’s sensitivity level is from s0 to 

s5 and category label is from c0 to c1023. If a user has the 

proper authorization, then the authorized information of jan ... 

dec are displayed for the user, otherwise the user is alerted for 

that particular piece of information the user was restricted 

either based upon the mismatch of their category context or 

sensitivity level to data trying to access. This effectively 

demonstrates how resources in a cloud system could properly 

label MCS/MLS and restrict role or user specification to 

ensure that data integrity is preserved. 
 

    Please select one of the above (1-3): 1 

user sensitivity: 2 2 user category: 3 5 

1 

Enter attributes to look up: apr may jun aug oct nov dec 

 

data category: 3 data sensitivity:0 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/april 

data category: 3 data sensitivity:0 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/may 

 

data category: 3 data sensitivity:4  #user sensitivity level is 2 

 

data category: 4 data sensitivity:2 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/august 

 

data category: 4 data sensitivity:4  #user sensitivity level is 2 

 

data category: 5 data sensitivity:2 

/tmp/stc/2021/budget/november 

 

data category: 4 data sensitivity:4  #user sensitivity level is 2 

 

1100000   #april 

800000   #may 

500000   #august 

400000   #november 

total budget is 2800000 

Fig. 4. SELIR Implementation based on user nina 

 

An example of the main menu and submenus of the SELIR 

tool is shown above briefly, executing the SELIR tool by 

selecting options from each menu. This SELIR tool is a menu 

driven system where users are only required to select the 

options from the menu on their screen. This menu driven 

system is easier to use than a command line system since users 

do not need to know the commands as well as their sensitivity 

levels and category contexts. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we have represented a MLS framework for 

information retrieval and data tracking in a Security 

Enhanced Linux (SELinux) system using Fedora 35. 

Information labels are used to track the flow of information 

in SELinux systems as shown in section 3. As we mentioned 

in the previous sections, information labels are applied to 

retrieve the previous information label of the current data by 

using the information labels of the current subject and object. 

The previous immediate data or file can be retrieved by 

accessing the audit file of a SELinux system by using the 

information label just found. As shown in our previous 

examples, the information label will be a good medium to 

track or monitor activities of objects or files, even in 

heterogeneous distributed multilevel secure environments. 

We note that modification and upgrade of the proposed Korn 

shell program are recommended to satisfy the secure use of 

SELIR tool for more practical heterogeneous MLS cloud 

systems. The SELIR on SELinux system with MLS worked 

well using Korn Shell in this project. However, we could not 

fully implement our proposed SELIR tool yet on cloud 

environments. We expect to work more implementing SELIR 
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tool on real cloud systems in near future. 
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